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Awareness Shop Special Blends: Handcrafted Incense - Love
 

More Than Just An Incense - Use this hand-crafted, magickally charged, all natural blend of the finest ingredients to draw love to you and/or to
help heal emotional issues... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $10.00

Sales price without tax $10.00

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

More Than Just An Incense - Use this hand-crafted, magickally charged, all natural blend of the finest ingredients to draw love to you
and/or to help heal emotional issues...

Indeed, our Special Blends can be used simply as an amazing incense, that smells great and attracts & magnifies the energies or intentions of its blend.
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But, it can be so much more....

As a ritual Incense:

You can honor the energies of the God and Goddess.

Use the astrological incense to bring in the energies of that sign for Full or New Moon workings that correspond.

Sacred Space is a great smudge to cleanse people attending your circle.

It is often appropriate to smudge guests as they enter the space at a ritual, ceremony, or special event, fan the smoke all over their body.  You may want to speak an intention or suggestion for
the smudging as you do it. For instance, allow the sacred smoke to cleanse you body, mind and spirit.

Or use the intentions of the blends for a ritual of protection, prosperity, love etc... 

Smudging Yourself:

Fan the swirls of smoke around your body from head to toe.  You may want to especially focus on areas where you feel there are blockages or where there has been or is physical, emotional,
or psychic pain.  Imagine the smoke lifting away all the negative thoughts, emotions and energies that have attached themselves to you.  If you are feeling depressed for instance you could
visualize the smoke carrying away all your feelings of depression.  You can also feel that the smell of the blend is empowering you with its intention.

As a spell, mojo or medicine bag ingredient:

These great blends can be added to any spellbox, mojo bag or magickal incantation for an extra boost of power.

In a room or space:

You don’t even have to burn these blends to get their benefit, simply remove the lid and sit it in the room you wish to charge or clear, and the wonderful scents will fill the room.

During healing work:

The smoke may be fanned over the person either by your hand or with feathers.  This clears out unhealthy energies & brings in the special attributes or the herbs.  You may also direct smoke
to each of the person’s chakras & as you do so visualize each chakra coming into balance as it is purified by the scents.

Cleansing crystals or other magickal objects, such as candles, wands, pentacles, etc...

Hold the object to be purified in the smoke or fan the smoke over them.  If you are clearing your crystals prior to programming them thank both them and the blend for helping you to realize your

goals. 

Or please feel free to invent your own use, there are many possibilities.

 

Approx. 2oz. Jar

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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